Marriage Enrichment, Carl Brecheen, Paul Faulkner, Thomas Nelson Incorporated, 2001, 084998923X, 9780849989230, 61 pages. Did you know that God has a divine blueprint for your marriage? It's true! He deeply desires for you to have a strong and lasting relationship that defies the heartbreak of today's secular statistics. In this inspiring series of lessons, highly acclaimed teachers Carl Brecheen and Paul Faulkner present the ultimate designer's plan for you and your spouse. With an engaging style and some down-home humor, this dynamic duo teaches spiritual truths that will help you: Know how to build a loving and lasting marriage relationship. Understand the great importance of developing a good communication style within marriage. Appreciate the unique contribution that sexual intimacy makes to a healthy relationship. These, plus many more powerful lessons, show how God has shaped and designed the marriage relationship to be a great gift and a life-changing blessing.


Premarital counseling a manual for clergy and counselors, John Mitman, Jan 1, 1984, Psychology, 124 pages.

Awesome Families The Promise of Healing Relationships in the International Churches of Christ, Kathleen E. Jenkins, 2005, Religion, 283 pages. Denounced by some as a dangerous cult and lauded by others as a miraculous faith community, the International Churches of Christ was a conservative evangelical Christian....

Sexual Misconduct And The Clergy, Jeffrey Ferro, Jan 1, 2005, , 280 pages. Provides research information on the crisis in the U.S. involving sexual misconduct and the clergy, discussing the history, its human and financial cost, and how the law and....

What every family needs or, Whatever happened to mom, dad & the kids?, Carl Brecheen, Paul Faulkner, 1979, , 192 pages.

The Power of a Praying® Wife, Stormie Omartian, Jan 1, 2007, Religion, 208 pages. Omartian shares how wives can develop a deeper relationship with their husbands by praying for them. Packed with practical advice on praying for specific areas, including....


Discerning Spirits Divine and Demonic Possession in the Middle Ages, Nancy Caciola, 2003, History, 327 pages. Trance states, prophesying, convulsions, fasting, and other physical manifestations were often regarded as signs that a person was seized by spirits. In a book that sets out....

Children Mean the World to God, Harold Shank, May 1, 2012, , 260 pages. This book is not what you expect. It's about children, but it's not for children. It's not about how to educate children. It's not....
directed at parents. It's not the sad story ....

Love Busters Overcoming Habits That Destroy Romantic Love, Willard F. Harley, 1992, Family & Relationships, 224 pages. Dr. Harley explores the illusions of marriage and the problems that develop when partners cannot live up to the idealistic expectations their spouses bring into the marriage ....

Instructors Manual for Writing Research Papers 9e , LESTER, Apr 1, 2000, Language Arts & Disciplines, 163 pages. .

The sacred paths understanding the religions of the world, Theodore M. Ludwig, May 1, 2000, , 564 pages. This book combines study of the dynamic historical development of each religious tradition with a comparative thematic structure. In this way, the book helps readers to explore ....

Smart Stepfamily, The Seven Steps to a Healthy Family, Ron L. Deal, Jan 1, 2006, Family & Relationships, 272 pages. Ron Deal provides seven effective, achievable steps toward building a healthy marriage and a workable and peaceful stepfamily. --from vendor description.

Achieving Success Without Failing Your Family , Paul Faulkner, Jan 1, 1994, , 344 pages. Raising a family with Christian values..


Marriage Enrichment Preparation, Mentoring, and Outreach, Richard A. Hunt, Larry Hof, Rita DeMaria, 1998, Psychology, 275 pages. In this comprehensive review, busy professionals will discover how they can include marital therapy techniques in their services to individuals, couples, and families. This ....

Dr. Carl Brecheen currently serves as professor of Bible at Abilene Christian University. He is the director of the annual A.C.U. Bible Teachers Workshop and has taught a popular "family relations" course since 1961. He is also listed in Outstanding Educators of America and serves on the staff of Power for Today. He and his wife "Smitty" have three children and six grandchildren.

Dr. Paul Faulkner currently serves as founder and chair of Resources for Living, a counseling and consulting service for major American businesses such as Wal-Mart, Sam's Wholesale Club, Kroger Grocery, and Bridgestone/Firestone. He has also been honored with the Distinguished Christian Service Award from Harding University and Pepperdine University. He and his wife Gladys have four children and eight grandchildren.

We have in the past conducted several Marriage Enrichment Classes using first their VHS video and more recently their DVD version. While the classes were a success we thought it would be even better to know what was contained in the workbooks by Drs. Carl Brecheen and Paul Faulkner and maybe for future classes incorporate some of their ideas and points from the workbook. The workbook has given us an insight to their way of thinking and will be incorporated in our next class on Marriage Enrichment. We are looking forward to our future classes!

Did you know that God has a divine blueprint for your marriage? It's true! He deeply desires for you to have a strong and lasting relationship that defies the heartbreak of today's secular statistics. In this inspiring series of lessons, highly acclaimed teachers Carl Brecheen and Paul Faulkner present the ultimate designer's plan for you and your spouse. With an engaging style and some down-home humor, this dynamic duo teaches spiritual truths that will help you: Know how to build a loving and lasting marriage relationship. Understand the great importance of developing a good communication style within marriage. Appreciate the unique contribution that sexual intimacy makes to a healthy relationship. These, plus many more powerful lessons, show how God has shaped and designed the marriage relationship to be a great gift and a life-changing blessing.
"Paul and Carl were among the early ones in the field of marriage enrichment," said Dr. Royce Money, president of ACU. "Since that time, scores of videos and DVDs have been made by various Christian authors and counselors. By any measure, they have to be considered among the national leaders in the field."

Faulkner, professor emeritus of Bible at ACU, served as the chair of the Department of Marriage and Family Therapy from 1978-89 and was named Teacher of the Year in 1982. Brecheen and Faulkner, along with their wives, Smitty and Gladys, were co-recipients of the university's Christian Service Award in 2001.

"There is no way to measure the impact Paul and Carl have had across the country in recent decades," said Money. "They have told me that time after time couples come up to them and tell them that they are happily together as a married couple because of Carl and Paul's influence. Because of this far-reaching contribution in our brotherhood and far beyond, they have to be recognized as a major force for building stronger marriages in recent decades."
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Carl Brecheen, Paul Faulkner: Publisher: Marriage Enrichment Seminar, 1979. Brecheen and Faulkner's Marriage Enrichment Seminar. Carl Brecheen, Paul Faulkner.. Marriage enrichment seminar - write and read reviews and find brand information for products and services associated with the marriage enrichment seminar trademark.. Marriage Enrichment by Carl Brecheen, Paul Faulkner - Reviews.

The book Marriage Enrichment by Dr Carl Brecheen, Dr Paul Faulkner (author) is published or distributed by Thomas Nelson [084998923X, 9780849989230]. This particular edition was published on or around 2001-2-26 date. Marriage Enrichment has Paperback binding and this format has 61 number of pages of content for use.

www.infibeam.com/Books is the biggest online bookstore in India for sale of books at best price - fiction, literature, audiobooks, study guides, novels, story books, rare books, textbooks and books by popular authors. These are available in various editions and bindings e.g. paperback and at best discount.
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